Criminals are embracing bots and automation to carry out large-scale attacks with a growing set of sophisticated methods that circumvent traditional defenses:

**Account takeover**
Attackers test large numbers of compromised credentials against your high-value applications to compromise those accounts for monetary gain.

**Fraud**
The automated abuse of webpages, like checkout pages to identify missing credit card values, or repeatedly requesting or submitting content, which skews business intelligence data.

**Account takeover**
As these threats are on the rise, how are businesses responding?

Only 15% of businesses protect against web scraping attacks.

73% of businesses face weekly bot-based attacks.

Credential stuffing and bot-driven attacks are the #1 global app security concern.

**Partner with security powerhouses**
There’s a top-notch tag team that can help your business protect against sophisticated attacks and cyber criminals who constantly adapt.

F5 + Google Cloud
Partners F5 and Google Cloud work to stay ahead of existing and future bad bot tactics, empowering you to battle automated attacks with your most trusted security stack by combining the industry’s most trusted cloud with AI-powered F5 SaaS solutions.

Evolve and adapt more quickly to changing conditions with F5 and Google Cloud.

**A one-two protection knockout**

**F5 Bot defense**
Proven deep-layer security and cutting-edge detection and mitigation capabilities provide unmatched protection from bot attacks,

**Google Cloud's strong security and cutting-edge encryption**
allow companies to safely store and analyze sensitive personally identifiable information coupled with F5 Bot Defense to provide added protection, enhanced performance, and real time data monitoring to quickly respond to any threats.

**F5 + Google Cloud**
Engage F5 and Google Cloud to win in the cybersecurity ring and make your business the champion.

**Discover F5 solutions in the Google Cloud Marketplace or visit f5.com to learn more.**